Abstract. The inner-shell correlation contributions to the total atomization energies (TAEs) of the W4-17 computational thermochemistry benchmark have been determined at the CCSD(T) level near the basis set limit using several families of core correlation basis sets, such as aug-cc-pCVnZ (n=3-6), aug-cc-pwCVnZ (n=3-5), and nZaPa-CV (n=3-5). The three families of basis sets agree very well with each other (0.01 kcal/mol RMS) when extrapolating from the two largest available basis sets: however, there are considerable differences in convergence behavior for the smaller basis sets. nZaPa-CV is superior for the core-core term and awCVnZ for the core-valence term. While the aug-cc-pwCV(T+d)Z basis set of Yockel and Wilson is superior to aug-cc-pwCVTZ, further extension of this family proved unproductive. The best compromise between accuracy and computational cost, in the context of high-accuracy computational thermochemistry methods such as W4 theory, is CCSD(T)/awCV{T,Q}Z, where the {T,Q} notation stands for extrapolation from the awCVTZ and awCVQZ basis set pair. For lower-cost calculations, a previously proposed combination of CCSD-F12b/ccpCVTZ-F12 and CCSD(T)/pwCVTZ(no f) appears to 'give the best bang for the buck'. While core-valence correlation accounts for the lion's share of the inner shell contribution in first-row molecules, for second-row molecules core-core contributions may become important, particularly in systems like P4 and S4 with multiple adjacent second-row atoms. The average absolute core-core/core-valence ratio is 0.08 for the first-row species in W4-17, but 0.47 for the second-row subset.
INTRODUCTION
In wavefunction ab initio studies, it used to be taken for granted that correlation of inner-shell electrons did not matter greatly -or that if they mattered at all, they did so less than the remaining 1-particle and n-particle truncation errors in the valence correlation energy (see below). However, as quantitative "chemical accuracy" (traditionally defined as ±1 kcal/mol) came in sight, this view needed to be revised. 1, 2 Composite computational thermochemistry schemes such as G3 and G4 theory, 1, 3 CBS-QB3, [4] [5] [6] the ccCA approach of Wilson and coworkers, [7] [8] [9] Weizmann-n theory (Wn), 2,10-13 the explicitly correlated Wn-F12 variants thereof, [14] [15] [16] [17] and the FPD (Feller-Peterson-Dixon) approach [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] all include an inner-shell correlation component. These all are based on some form of the following decomposition:
E=ESCF+∆Ecorr,valence+∆Einner-shell+∆Escalar-rel+∆ES-O+∆EDBOC+ZPVE (1) in which the different terms represent the SCF energy, the valence correlation energy, the inner-shell correlation energy, the scalar relativistic correction, the (first-order) spin-orbit correction, the diagonal Born-Oppenheimer correction, and the (anharmonic or scaled-harmonic) zero-point vibrational energy, respectively. (For G3 and G4, an empirical correction term for residual basis set incompleteness is added, its coefficients fitted to experimental heats of formation.) In G4, CBS-QB3, and ccCA, ∆Ecorr,valence is approximated as ∆EMP2,valence+∆E[CCSD(T)-MP2]/small, the latter term being evaluated using quite small basis sets. In Wn, ∆Ecorr,valence is instead partitioned as Unlike in first-row elements, the additional (n-1)s and (n-1)p shells in second-row elements mean that CC+CV absolute correlation energies rival or exceed valence correlation energies. Consequently, a strict energy optimization for E(CC+CV) yields basis sets that are less efficient at recovering the chemically important CV term, and hence Peterson and Dunning developed 45 the alternative "core-valence weighted" basis sets, cc-pwCVnZ, in which optimization is instead carried out to a weighted average of E(CC) and E(CV), the weighting heavily biased toward E(CV). Similar basis sets were later developed for heavy p-block elements 47 and for transition metals. [48] [49] [50] [51] while additional such basis sets were developed for use with small-core pseudopotentials. 52 (The case of alkali and alkaline earth metals, where (n-1)p orbitals may actually cross into the valence shell and thus acquire "honorary valence orbital" character, needs special consideration. Core-valence basis sets for these elements were developed by Iron et al. 53 and by Hill et al. 54 ) The subvalence correlation energy in second-row compounds can be an order of magnitude larger than in first-row species. Somewhat counterintuitively, early benchmark surveys (e.g., in the framework of W1 theory 2, 10 ) revealed that this does not necessarily translate into greater numerical importance for reaction energies (e.g., atomization energies).
Quite recently, Ranasinghe et al. 55 published a new family of nZaPa-NR_CV basis sets. These were obtained from the earlier nZaPa-NR valence basis sets 56 ,…), then adding some exponents in each angular momentum by interpolating between the valence and core functions. By construction, these basis sets favor core-core correlation.
Very recently, we published the W4-17 thermochemical benchmark, 57 an expanded update of the earlier W4-11 dataset.
29 W4-17 consists of 200 small first-row and second-row molecules, spanning a broad range of bonding situations and degrees of nondynamical correlation. Core-valence contributions in all these had been obtained at the CCSD(T) level 58, 59 and extrapolated from aug-cc-pwCVTZ and aug-cc-pwCVQZ basis sets (shorthand notation: awCV{T,Q}Z); this level had previously been found adequate by benchmarking against a fairly small sample.
In the present study, we shall obtain benchmark core-valence correlation contributions for the entire W4-17 dataset at the 1-particle basis set limit, assess the performance of more cost-effective basis methods (both conventional and explicitly correlated) and show that a number of trends in the core-valence contributions can be rationalized in terms of E(CC)+E(CV) decomposition.
For the sake of completeness, we mention a bond additivity model, 60 as well as a study by Nicklass and Peterson 61 in which shown that CC+CV contributions for some 1 st -row atoms predicted surprisingly well (at least semiquantitatively) by a core polarization potential (CPP).
Furthermore, Ranasinghe, Petersson and Frisch 62 also developed a semiempirical DFT functional for the estimation of core-valence correlation energies.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
All conventional and explicitly correlated ab initio calculations were carried out using the MOLPRO 2015.1 program system 63, 64 running on the Faculty of Chemistry cluster at the Weizmann Institute of Science. The augmented core correlation consistent (ACVnZ) basis sets by Dunning and coworkers, [44] [45] [46] the nonrelativistic n-tuple-ζ augmented polarization and core-valence augmented (nZaPa-NR_CV) basis sets by Ranasinghe et al., 55 and the augmented core-valence weighted (awCVnZ) sets by Peterson and coworkers 45 were used for the conventional coupled-cluster single point energy calculations included in our work.
Recently (e.g., 14, 17 ), explicitly correlated methods (see 65, 66 for recent reviews) have proven to be very valuable for thermochemical applications, on account of their much faster basis set convergence for the valence correlation energy. In the present work, we will assess their performance for core-valence contributions as well. To this end, CCSD-F12b calculations 67, 68 were performed using the cc-pCVnZ-F12 basis sets (n = D, T, Q). 46 These latter basis sets will be denoted CVnZ-F12 from now on. Optimal values for the geminal Slater exponents (β) used in conjunction with the CVnZ-F12 basis sets were taken from Ref 46 as well. "CABS corrections" 68, 69 were employed throughout for the calculated SCF components, and 3C(Fix) ansatz 70 and the CCSD-F12b approximation 67, 68 were used throughout. Explicitly correlated CCSD-F12b calculations in practical implementations require not only the specification of an orbital basis set and a geminal exponent, but also of three auxiliary basis sets, denoted here by their acronyms in the MOLPRO program system. 63 In the present work, the JKfit fitting basis sets of Weigend 71 were employed for the density fitting in the Hartree-Fock calculations, while the MP2fit set of Hättig and co-workers 72 was employed for the density fitting of the remaining two-electron integrals in the CCSD-F12b calculations. The RI approximation was applied using the OptRI or "CABS" (or CABS, complementary auxiliary basis sets 73 ) of Yousaf and Peterson.
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Basis set extrapolations were carried out using the two-point formula:
where L is the angular momentum in the basis set and α an exponent specific to the level of theory and basis set pair. [Unless noted otherwise, basis set extrapolation exponents (α) were taken from the compilation in Table 2 (4) where E[CCSD,CC] and E[CCSD,CV] are the sums of the core-core and core-valence CCSD pair correlation energies, respectively, as reported by MOLPRO 2015.1, and the "exclusion energy" 55, 76 corresponds to the sum of valence CCSD pair correlation energies in the inner-shell calculation minus the corresponding sum in a valence-only CCSD calculation (which equals the valence CCSD correlation energy).
In plain English, this term corresponds to the reduction in the valence correlation energy due to the fact that valence electrons now have to 'compete' with the inner-shell for access to the virtual orbital space.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Basis set convergence of CC and CV Table 1 contains a summary of the basis set convergence behavior of core-core and core-valence components for the three main sequences of basis sets considered here, namely, aCVnZ (n=3-6), awCVnZ (n=3-5), and nZaPa-CV (n=3-5). We were able to perform aCV6Z calculations for a large subset of W4-17, but had to abandon these calculations for the remaining molecules for reasons of near-linear dependence (e.g., C2H6) or computational demands (e.g., C2Cl6). Where available, we use CCSD(T)/aCV{5,6}Z as the primary reference. 
REF denotes the reference level in this and following tables
Considering the way that the nZaPa-CV basis sets are constructed, it is not surprising that for the core-core term, their convergence is by far the most rapid of all three sequences: 3ZaPa-CV even outperforms aCV5Z, in fact. For the converse reason, it is not surprising that awCVnZ, being explicitly optimized for core-valence, displays the slowest convergence of the three for the core-core term. Yet when extrapolating from n={4,5}, all three sequences are within 0.003 to 0.004 kcal/mol RMS from our best available reference. When going back to n={T,Q}, performance of aCV{T,Q}Z and awCV{T,Q}Z is actually quite similar (0.025 and 0.023 kcal/mol RMS, respectively). {3,4}ZaPa-CV yields just 0.005 kcal/mol, but it should be kept in mind that the nZaPa-CV basis sets are considerably larger (Table 2 ) than the corresponding awCVnZ and aCVnZ basis sets -especially for the second row, where nZaPa-CV has sizes comparable to awCV(n+1)Z. For core-valence, it is not surprising that awCVnZ converges more rapidly than ACVnZ or nZaPa-CV -but when extrapolating {4,5}, all three sequences come closer than 0.02 kcal/mol RMS. Out of the three, awCV{Q,5}Z comes closest at 0.009 kcal/mol RMS -and since we were able to cover all 200 systems at the CCSD(T)/awCV{Q,5}Z level, we are using this as our reference throughout the remainder of the paper.
As noted earlier, 55 the exclusion energy 55, 76 converges rapidly with the basis set, and it is not a factor in the decision between different basis set sequences. As for the contribution of (T), in Table 3 it can be seen that aCV{5,6}Z, awCV{Q,5}Z, and {4,5}ZaPa-CV are functionally equivalent in quality, agreeing to 0.001 kcal/mol. We hence can safely use awCV{Q,5}Z as the reference, which we have available for all 200 systems. While 3ZaPa-CV at first sight appears to gain one "n step" over awCVnZ and ACVnZ, this is offset by the extra cost nearly equivalent to one such n-step. At any rate, both awCV{T,Q}Z and ACV{T,Q}Z are already within 0.01 kcal/mol of the reference, and hence this is not the convergence-limiting factor.
Hence, considering that awCV{Q,5}Z is very close to ACV{5,6}Z for core-core and (T), and (by construction) superior over ACV{Q,5}Z for core-valence, we have chosen CCSD(T)/awCV{Q,5}Z as the secondary reference, which is available for the entire set.
Let us now consider CCSD(T) inner-shell contributions in total. As can be seen in Table 4 , the RMS deviation between CCSD(T)/awCV{Q,5}Z and the partial CCSD(T)/ACV{5,6}Z inner-shell corrections is only 0.010 kcal/mol: for the CCSD(T)/ACV{Q,5}Z and {4,5}ZaPa-CV data, the RMSD is statistically indistinguishable at 0.011 and 0.010 kcal/mol, respectively. When 2 nd -row systems are being considered in isolation (lower pane of Table 4 ), it appears that the awCVnZ and nZaPa-CV sequences converge more rapidly than ACVnZ: keeping in mind the greater size of nZaPa-CV, awCVnZ emerges as the winner. This is indeed not surprising considering the greater importance of (2s,2p) correlation for these systems.
A remark about the accuracy of our reference data is appropriate. As can be seen in Table 1 , for the core-core contribution, the extrapolation needs to cover less than 0.01 kcal/mol from our largest basis sets, and our two extrapolated limits agree to within 0.004 kcal/mol. An even better level of convergence was established for the (T) component (Table 3) , where awCV{Q,5}Z, ACV{Q,5}Z, and {4,5}ZaPa-CV all agree to 0.002 kcal/mol RMS. This leaves the core-valence component as the accuracy-determining factor: extrapolation covers 0.03 kcal/mol between our largest basis set and the extrapolated limits. However, this still only translates into a difference of 0.009 kcal/mol between the ACV{5,6}Z, awCV{Q,5}Z, and {4,5}ZaPa values. Considering also the statistics for the totals in Table  4 , we believe that the RMS difference of 0.01 kcal/mol is a realistic estimate for the average uncertainty in our reference values. Yockel and Wilson noted 77 that the ACVTZ basis set, which is used in the ccCA approach [7] [8] [9] for computing the core-valence correction, was inadequate for (pseudo)hypervalent systems of the type where tight d functions are essential in the valence basis set. They noted that the original cc-pCVTZ basis sets had core-valence functions optimized on top of the regular (aug-)cc-pVTZ basis sets and instead optimized aug-cc-pCV(n+d)Z basis sets where an extra d has been added to 2 nd -row elements. For the 2 nd -row subset of W4-17, ACV(T+d)Z does have a lower RMSD=0.28 kcal/mol compared to 0.36 kcal/mol for ACVTZ, though awCVTZ actually attains marginally better RMSD=0.26 kcal/mol. Between ACVQZ and ACV(Q+d)Z, however, the difference is quite small, 0.135 to 0.123 kcal/mol, both inferior to awCVQZ, 0.099 kcal/mol. We also obtained ACV(5+d)Z results for a subset of the second-row molecules and found differences with regular ACV5Z of 0.001 kcal/mol or less. Again, awCV5Z is superior to either, 0.048 vs. 0.067 kcal/mol.
By way of experiment, we optimized core-valence weighted versions of Yockel and Wilson's basis sets, which we term awCV(n+d)Z. We used the same averaging as in the original cc-pwCVnZ paper, except that we employed CCSD core-core and core-valence energies instead of CISD. (The function optimization module in MOLPRO was employed for this purpose.) For n=5 we were unable to obtain satisfactory convergence, as was the case for awCV6Z when we attempted such optimizations. For n=T,Q we obtained solutions: the basis sets are available in the Electronic Supporting Information to the present paper. As can be seen below, the awCV(T+d)Z basis set, at RMSD=0.185 kcal/mol for the 2 nd -row subset, is superior to awCVTZ, ACVTZ, and ACV(T+d)Z all alike. For n=Q, awCV(Q+d)Z still has a slight edge over awCVQZ. Upon {T,Q} extrapolation, however, the RMSD of awCV({T,Q}+d)Z is actually slightly poorer than that of awCV{T,Q}Z with either being definitely superior over ACV{T,Q}Z at 0.083 kcal/mol and ACV({T,Q}+d)Z at 0.073 kcal/mol. When we consider the entire 200-molecule sample, then the difference between ACV{T,Q}Z and ACV({T,Q}+d)Z is altogether hard to detect, and awCV({T,Q}+d)Z at RMSD=0.034 kcal/mol is probably statistically equivalent, within the remaining uncertainty in the reference data, to the RMSD=0.027 kcal/mol of awCV{T,Q}Z. We conclude that the only way to obtain better core-valence data than those used in W4 and W4-F12 theory would be to proceed to awCV{Q,5}Z basis sets. Now what about CVnZ-F12? As can be seen in Table 5 , for a given cardinal number (n in ACVnZ, awCVnZ, CVnZ-F12, etc), the CCSD-F12b results are about one "n step" closer to the CCSD limit than available alternatives. For example, the RMSD for CVTZ-F12 (0.087 kcal/mol) is similar to that obtained by awCVQZ (0.082 kcal/mol); Similarly, CVQZ-F12 (0.031 kcal/mol RMSD) outperforms awCV5Z (0.039 kcal/mol RMSD). CV{D,T}Z-F12 extrapolation reaches as low as 0.05 kcal/mol, while CV{T,Q}Z-F12 does not offer an advantage over awCV{T,Q}Z. Excluding the latter case, the CVnZ-F12 basis sets offer an accuracy similar to that obtained by much larger conventional basis sets (see Table 4 ): The CVQZ-F12 set, for instance, is about half the size of awCV5Z or ACV5Z for both 1 st -and 2 nd -row elements. Considering the asymptotic O(N 4 ) (with N the basis set size) CPU time scaling of CCSD and CCSD(T), this translates into about a factor of 16 in CPU time (and mass storage) requirements.
When it comes to the (T) component, however, the CVnZ-F12 do not perform satisfactorily: CVTZ-F12 and CVQZ-F12 display RMS deviations of 0.054 and 0.034 kcal/mol, respectively, while awCVQZ performs well, with just 0.022 kcal/mol RMSD. Furthermore, awCV{T,Q}Z is getting very close to the reference values, with just 0.008 kcal/mol RMSD, and as such is a much better option. Marchetti-Werner scaling 78 of the core-valence (T) contributions, if used in unmodified form, creates too many size-consistency issues here: they could in principle be eliminated by arbitrarily choosing the Ecorr[MP2-F12]/Ecorr[MP2] ratio for the molecule including core-valence correlation to be the source of the scaling factor, which is somewhat clumsy in practice. The use 79 of a single constant scaling factor specific to the basis set, (Ts), was discussed in Ref. 57 but still entails a large basis set for (T) and hence obviates many of the advantages of an F12 approach. In the context of W1-F12 and W2-F12, Karton et al. 14, 57 advocate the use of the small cc-pwCVTZ(no f) basis set in conjunction with a fixed scaling factor or 1.1; for a subset of W4-17, it was found in Ref. 57 that in conjunction with CCSD-F12b/CV{D,T}Z-F12, this yields an RMSD of only 0.07 kcal/mol. In the present work, combining this scaled small basis (T) with CCSD-F12b/CVTZ-F12 yields RMSD=0.10 kcal/mol, which is reduced to just 0.06 kcal/mol with CV{D,T}Z-F12. While this is smaller than other error sources in W1-F12 and W2-F12, for higher-accuracy methods CCSD(T)/awCV{T,Q}Z still offers the best accuracy-cost compromise. 
CC and CV decomposition
We are now also in a position to re-assess whether core-valence correlation always outweighs core-core correlation in total atomization energies. A breakdown for some representative examples is given in Table 6 . For hydrocarbons, and most typical 1 st -row organic molecules, we see the following behavior (illustrated in Table  6 using n-pentane and benzene): small attractive CC contribution, sizable attractive CV contribution accounting for the lion's share of the total, small attractive (T) contribution (larger in the aromatic ring than in the alkane). In fact, (T) contributions are found to be attractive for nearly all species, except for some B, Al, and Si hydrides. The final term, "exclusion", results from the reduction in the valence correlation energy when the same virtual orbital space also needs to accommodate excitations from the cores.
When triple or short double bonds enter, we see a minor change: the CC contribution becomes nearly zero or even slightly repulsive. We tentatively attribute this to the bulkier (2s,2p) cores getting 'crowded'. [For the sake of illustration, a table of radial density maxima for core orbitals of the elements, taken from the numerical HF data reported by Mann, 80 is given in the Supporting Information.] In a molecule like C2Cl6, we see a significant repulsive CC contribution paired with an attractive CV contribution, and a (T) that is over 40% of the total. Similar phenomena are seen for other such chlorides-the more chlorine atoms packed closely together, the more repulsive CC. In contrast, in C2F6, the CC contribution is attractive.
The repulsive CC is not limited to chlorides: one sees the same in P4, S4, CS2, OCS, and indeed Si2H6, where it even leads to a repulsive inner-shell contribution overall. Some trends become clear along the homonuclear diatomic series: The first-row A2 diatomics (Table 7 , upper pane) have small attractive or repulsive CC terms, and a CV term that from C2 to F2 gradually decreases from decidedly attractive to mildly repulsive. From P2 to S2 to Cl2, the CC term goes from strongly repulsive to nearly zero, while the attractive CV term decays in the same fashion and (T) provides much of the glue. For the AXn hydrides (Table 7 , lower pane), the CV term takes on a repulsive value for AlH3 but is otherwise attractive-it decays along the CH4 to HF series. CC terms are small for the 1 st row hydrides, and clearly repulsive for all 2 nd row hydrides, tapering off along the series AlH3 to HCl. Indeed, the (T) contributions are repulsive for BH3 as well as for AlH3 and SiH4. For AlH3 and SiH4 (as well as, incidentally, for B2H6 and Si2H6) we likewise end up with repulsive overall inner-shell correlation corrections. The most straightforward explanation for all these observations entails the decreasing size of the inner-shell core from left to right within a row of the periodic table, as well as the 2s2p core in the 2 nd row being bulkier to begin with. In contrast, in (pseudo)hypervalent [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] compounds like HClO4, SF6, SO3, and ClF5 (Table 8) , we note repulsive CV contributions paired with attractive CC contributions. (T) is also decidedly attractive. The inner-shell contribution is attractive for most of these systems, mostly because (T) and CC are outweighing the large negative CV contributions.
Can we make a concise general statement about the relative importance of CC and CV? The average of the CC/CV ratios for the whole sample will be skewed by a few cases where ∆TAE[CV] accidentally approaches zero. Instead, we can determine the averages of the absolute values of the CC and CV contributions, and compute their ratio 
General recommendations for thermochemistry
In W4 theory, we use what amounts to CCSD(T)/awCV{T,Q}Z. From Table 4 , it appears that this is a smaller source of error than the valence correlation convergence or the post-CCSD(T) corrections. If we are to improve on this, the least expensive practical option is awCV{Q,5}Z: smaller-sized sequences are not adequate.
For a lower-cost solution that still yields thermochemically acceptable accuracy, we recommend combining CCSD-F12b/CVTZ-F12 with the (T) from a smaller basis set. This is, in fact, Karton's recommendation for the corevalence step in the original 14 W1-F12 and W2-F12 methods, as well as in the revised W2-F12 protocol specified in the W4-17 paper. 57 Specifically, he advocates determining the costly (T) component using a reduced cc-pwCVTZ(no f) basis set, and scaling this contribution by a constant factor of 1.1. By comparison with our best (T)/awCV{Q,5}Z, we find this relatively inexpensive basis set to work surprisingly well for this purpose. After scaling by 1.1, we find an RMSD of just 0.017 kcal/mol over the whole W4-17 set, compared to 0.049 for the original unscaled values. The scale factor that minimizes RMSD is found to be 1.127, for an RMSD of 0.014 kcal/mol. Combining this scaled small basis triples correction with CCSD-F12b/CVTZ-F12, we find here RMSD=0.10 kcal/mol, which can be reduced to just 0.06 kcal/mol through CV{D,T}Z-F12 extrapolation (with exponent 3.145 taken from Ref. 86 ). Performance for more economical methods was discussed in some detail by Ranasinghe et al. 62 (see Table 1 in that work) compared to {3,4}ZaPa-CV results, while our reference in the following is CCSD(T)awCV{Q,5}Z. Their findings (given in parentheses) for a different dataset only differ in detail from ours: CCSD(T)/MTsmall, which is used in W1 theory, has an RMSD of 0.14 (0.16) kcal/mol. Downgrading the electron correlation method to CCSD increases this statistic to 0. 43 The error for the MP2(full)/awCV(T+d)Z-MP2(val)/aV(T+d)Z difference that is used in ccCA, 1.01 kcal/mol RMS, looks high but is actually comparable to the 0.95 kcal/mol found by Karton et al. 57 for the MP2/CVTZ based correction in W1X-n theory. 87 (It would appear that there is more error compensation going on in ccCA, G4, W1X-n, and similar methods than meets the eye.) Ranasinghe et al. actually found a much better RMSD of 0.27 kcal/mol for an ad hoc optimized 'core-valence DFT functional' of their own design. 62 This may actually be a more viable approach to low-cost core-valence calculations than MP2-based calculations.
CONCLUSIONS
From the above benchmark study on the inner-shell contribution to total atomization energies, we can conclude the following:
• our best reference data for the W4-17 dataset should be reliable to 0.01 kcal/mol RMS overall, probably better than that for 1 st -row systems • all three basis set families, aCVnZ, awCVnZ, and nZaPa-CV yield essentially equivalent results when extrapolating from the two largest basis sets
• for smaller values of n, nZaPa-CV performs best for core-core correlation and awCVnZ for core-valence correlation
• CCSD(T)/awCV{T,Q}Z, at 0.027 kcal/mol RMSD, is the best compromise between accuracy and computational cost for the inner-shell part of W4 and W4-F12; further improvement is only to be expected from awCV{Q,5}Z, but may not be worthwhile in light of remaining errors in the valence part;
• for lower-level calculations, CCSD-F12b/CV{D,T}Z-F12 combined with scaled (T)/pwCVTZ may offer a costeffective alternative;
• MP2-level core-valence corrections are not recommended for accurate computational work; in the context of composite methods like G4 and ccCA, they benefit from error compensation;
• the widely accepted belief that inner-shell contributions are dominated by core-valence effects is largely correct for first-row compounds, but for second-row species, repulsive core-core interactions may become quite significant, particularly between adjacent 2 nd -row atoms. The average absolute core-core/core-valence ratio is 0.08 for the firstrow species in W4-17, but 0.47 for the second-row subset.
